Flow-Rail - Questions & Answers
Where does Flow-Rail come from?
Flow-Rail was initially created in Europe and has been around for about 15 years.

Where is it manufactured?
Part of the material is manufactured overseas, the balance in Canada.
Everything is built according to detailed specifications.
Installations in the US?
Flow-Rail is installed in California, Washington, Minnesota, Ohio, Colorado, New York, Oregon, North Carolina + more to come.
In Canada, approximately 20 installations have already been completed.

Can we purchase a test lane for our warehouse to evaluate the product before placing a large order?
Yes, we always recommend this approach regardless of project scope.
Material must be purchased but comes with a money-back guarantee.
Does the chain require any maintenance?
Minimal maintenance is required + parts do not need to be adjusted or replaced.
Flow-Rail is easy to assemble & install.
Can the system be used as a first-in first-out?
No - Flow-Rail is a 'last-in first-out' system like pushback, drive-in or double-deep racking.
Pallets ride on the same set of chains - system is non-motorized, and has no pitch.
If a pallet was loaded in back, nothing will bring it to the other side unless additional pallets are loaded.
If too many pallets are loaded, on the opposite end pallets would fall to the ground.
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What is the maximum pallet weight?
For 2 tracks up to 3000lbs.
Flow-Rail can manage loads up to 5000lbs+ if a center track is added.
Force of the lift & pallet quality are important considerations in determining if 2 or 3 tracks are needed.
For example, if 4000lb pallets are in a 7 deep system can the lift push/pull
all this weight especially at the upper levels of the rack structure?

Why fork-grips?
Grips prevent pallets from sliding off the forks when unloading.
Sometimes they are required, sometimes not.
Depends on pallet weight, pallet quality + depth of the lane.
Different model grips are available.
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If driver pulls out too fast what prevents pallets in back from falling to the ground?
Drivers usually operate within a narrow circulation aisle - this limits their speed when unloading.
Notice how chain is recessed 10'' inside the front-head piece.
This gap acts as a brake and slows down momentum of the pallet behind when unloading.

Chain stops here

FRONT HEAD PIECE

Can I mix different products within a lane?
Yes and no - pallets weights must be relatively equal.
A 500lb difference is acceptable if pallets weigh more than 1500lbs.
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Can the chain derail?
No - chains are trapped in the 50'' long front-head piece.
This is the only area lift trucks can access to load/unload pallets.
Is Flow-Rail more difficult to operate at the upper levels of the rack structure?
No - sometimes drivers find it easier than lanes at floor-level because they can see better.

Are there corrosion issues in environments that have heavy moisture?
System has very few components: an aluminium rail, robust chain with capped bearings, galvanized steel, and Teflon.
Front-head piece is also galvanized. Flow-Rail is rust-proof - works just as well in a freezer or cooler as in normal temperature.
Do companies perform somekind of routine maintenance check? If so, what are they inspecting?
Over time, wood chips can accumulate in front, within the front-head piece. This debris needs to be periodically vacuumed.
Chain may also require lubricant depending on humidity level, depth of lane, pallet weight and system usage.
How readily available are repair & replacement parts in the event of damage?
In most cases material can be shipped overnight.
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Can Flow-Rail be operated using clamps?
Yes - unloading pallets is same procedure as conventional lift trucks except no tilting is required.

Can lanes be more than 10 pallets deep?
Depending on pallet weight, quality of pallets, and lift-truck force, it may be possible to have lanes 12 deep.
Test lane is important to make sure system will perform as expected.
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Is Flow-Rail a viable solution for clients that have many SKU's?
In some cases yes - companies that have a wide variety of material often have slow-moving pallets.
These pallets can be compacted to reduce the physical space they occupy in the warehouse.

Can Flow-Rail work with plastic or steel pallets?
Yes and no - depends on the base of the pallet and how it sits on the chains + pallet weight.
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